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1. Introduction 

 

Wherever we look, we encounter computers; they run our cars, wash our laundry and keep the 

airplanes in the air. Mobile phones and laptops are not luxury products anymore but a necessity for 

most of us. The development of computers from the first generation building or room-sized devices 

to home computers of the 80s and modern day versatile and portable personal communicators has 

been astonishingly rapid. 

 

Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor or MOSFET is the key component in any modern 

electronic device. MOSFET took over the bipolar junction transistor in the 70s as it came evident 

that MOSFET technology would make integrated circuit processing simpler and that more 

components could be packed on a single chip. This has led to continuous downscaling of MOSFETs 

and exponential growth of the number of transistors on a chip. Traditional SiO2 gate oxide 

(dielectric constant κ = 3.9) has already been replaced in the latest microprocessors by atomic layer 

deposited hafnium-based gate insulator with higher κ.
1
 However, the search for the next generation 

high-κ insulating materials is an ongoing task. 

 

The rare earth elements (RE), i.e. lanthanoids, yttrium and scandium, form a very interesting and 

coherent group of elements with many similar properties. They are in fact the largest homogeneous 

group in the periodic table. Due to the gradual reduction in the cation size within the lanthanoid 

series, i.e. the lanthanoid contraction, many properties gradually change within the lanthanoid 

group. Yttrium is similar in size with the heavier lanthanoids erbium and holmium while scandium 

is the smallest of the group. With a few exceptions, their most stable, and in many cases the only, 

oxidation state is +3. Rare earth oxides and especially ternary rare earth scandates REScO3 have 

recently gained considerable attention as possible high-κ gate oxides.
2,3

 They have high dielectric 

constant and large band gap and offset to silicon. Especially GdScO3
II,4

 and DyScO3
III,5-7

 have been 

widely studied. An n-MOSFET with GdScO3 gate oxide on strained silicon with excellent 

properties (viz. low leakage current density, high Ion/Ioff ratio and large carrier mobility) has been 

recently demonstrated.
8
 

 

Replacing the SiO2 with another gate oxide material is not a straightforward task. Traditionally SiO2 

gate oxide has been produced by thermal oxidation of the silicon substrate. Obviously with new 

materials different processes must be applied. Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) method, which is 
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based on sequential surface reactions, provides accurate control of the thickness resulting in smooth 

and dense films.
9,10

 Conformal coating can be achieved even in high aspect ratio and complex 3D 

structures.
11

 Multicomponent films can be deposited by varying the sequence of different precursor 

pulses. The selection of suitable precursors for the rare earths is quite limited, but β-diketonate type 

precursors and ozone have been utilized to deposit most rare earth oxides.
12

 The development of 

new volatile precursors is an important branch in the field of thin film technology, and new 

potential precursors containing direct metal-to-carbon bond (e.g. cyclopentadienyls) and nitrogen-

bonded ligands (amides, amidinates and guanidinates) are being increasingly studied.
13,14

 

 

The purpose of this thesis was to examine atomic layer deposition of high quality ternary rare earth 

oxide (i.e. mixed oxide of two different rare earth elements RERE´O3) thin films and their 

properties in view of their potential use as high-κ dielectrics for MOSFETs. As background, a brief 

discussion of the high-κ problem and some requirements for the future high-κ materials are 

presented. Also some issues related to the search of suitable gate insulator materials for Ga-based 

compound semiconductor MOSFETs and the role of rare earth oxides in this task are discussed. 

Recent literature concerning the ALD processes of rare earth oxides as well as depositions of 

ternary rare earth oxide thin films is reviewed. 

 

In the experimental part of the thesis atomic layer deposition of REScO3,
I-III

  LaLuO3
IV

  and  

ErxGa2-xO3
V
 thin films was studied. The emphasis was on trivalent rare earth oxides, and therefore 

e.g. CeO2 was omitted. New deposition processes were developed by utilizing different precursor 

systems, including novel cyclopentadienyl and amidinate metal precursors. Properties essential for 

the high-κ dielectrics (i.e. impurity concentrations, crystallization behaviour and electrical 

characteristics) were analyzed. 
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2. MOSFET and the high-κ problem 

 

Basic principles behind the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor or MOSFET were first 

patented as early as 1928,
15

 but the first operating device with thermally grown SiO2 as gate oxide 

was fabricated thirty years later in 1959 and a patent filed in 1960.
16

 For decades the basic structure 

of the MOSFET has not significantly changed, only the dimensions have decreased. There are 

several reasons for scaling down MOSFETs. The obvious and most important reason is the higher 

packing density of devices resulting in more functionality in a given area. The production costs for 

a semiconductor wafer are relatively fixed, and therefore increasing the number of chips per wafer 

directly reduces the price per chip. Smaller dimensions of the transistor also mean faster switching 

and faster operation of the device. At 1965 Gordon E. Moore published his famous prediction 

stating that the number of components on a single silicon chip would double every year.
17

 This 

prediction, according to Moore‟s own words, was meant to be just an educated guess for the next 

ten years, and it was based on pure extrapolation from experiences gained during the past few years. 

Later in 1975, Moore modified his prediction saying that the doubling will happen every two 

years.
18

 To this date, the prediction known as Moore's law has been fulfilled. But now the 

semiconductor industry has reached the limit where MOSFET cannot be made any smaller while 

still remaining functional. We are literally running out of atoms, as a crucial part of the MOSFET, 

viz. the gate oxide, traditionally made of SiO2, cannot be made any thinner without losing its 

excellent insulating properties. Leakage current through the gate oxide causes components to run 

too hot and consume too much power which ultimately destroys the transistor operation. 

 

2.1 Basic structure and operation of the MOSFET 

 

The metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure may be described as a simple planar capacitor, 

with one of the electrode plates replaced by a semiconductor. When a positive voltage is applied 

between the gate and the p-type silicon body, major charge carriers, in this case holes are repelled 

away from the zone near the gate oxide interface and a carrier-free depletion layer of immobile, 

negatively charged acceptor ions is created. Further increase in the gate voltage causes a high 

concentration of minority charge carriers (viz. electrons) to appear and an inversion layer is formed 

at the oxide-semiconductor interface. 
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In MOSFET (Figure 1) two additional terminals, viz. source and drain are added to the basic MOS 

structure. If the body is p-type silicon, drain and source are identical, heavily n-doped regions. 

When a positive gate voltage is applied and the inversion layer is formed, an n-channel of enhanced 

electrical conductivity is created between the source and the drain, and current (i.e. drain current or 

drive current, ID) can flow through the device. The number of charge carriers in the channel and 

therefore the current can be modulated by the gate voltage. The minimum voltage needed to create 

the inversion layer is called threshold voltage Vth. 

 

 

Figure 1. A Schematic showing MOSFET structure. 

 

Applying the planar capacitor model for MOSFET, the capacitance C of the MOSFET is described 

by the equation 

 

t

A
C 0       (1) 

 

and therefore the capacitance density Cd, inv (at inversion) is described as 

 

tA

C
C invd

0

,


      (2) 

 

where A = capacitor area, = dielectric constant of the insulator material, 0 = permittivity of free 

space and t = thickness of the insulator layer. 

Performance of a MOSFET is generally evaluated in terms of the drain current ID at the saturation 

condition (i.e. VD ≥ VG-Vth, VD and VG being the voltages applied to the transistor drain and gate, 
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respectively) and the simplest form of the saturation current for a long-channel device may be 

expressed as 

 

 
2

2

,,

thG
invdeffsatD

VV
C

L

W
I


      (3) 

 

where W = channel width, L = channel length, eff = effective channel carrier mobility, VG = gate 

voltage and Vth = threshold voltage. 

 

Increasing the term (VG-Vth) is limited due to several reliability issues. Therefore, in order to 

increase the MOSFET drain current, the capacitance density Cd,inv of the gate oxide has to be 

increased or the channel length L decreased. According to Eq. 2, increase in Cd,inv is achieved by 

decreasing the insulator thickness t or by using material with higher . In 2002, Intel announced 

their 90 nm logic technology node with SiO2 gate oxide thickness of only 1.2 nm,
19

 which 

corresponds to ca. 5 atomic layers. This is already below the tunneling thickness, and devices with 

SiO2 gate oxide this thin can only be operational when the gate length is reduced to ca. 0.1 µm or 

below.
20

 However, with the gate oxide this thin, the leakage current is at the limit of being too high, 

causing components to run too hot and consume too much power. This is a major problem 

especially in portable devices.  

 

When the SiO2 gate oxide is replaced by a material with higher κ, the performance of the other 

high-κ material may be compared to that of SiO2 in terms of equivalent oxide thickness (EOT), 

which indicates how thick a silicon oxide film would need to be in order to produce the same effect 

as the high-κ material being used. EOT is described by the equation 

 





 




high

highSiO tk
EOT 2      (4) 

 

where κSiO2 = dielectric constant of SiO2 (= 3.9), κhigh-κ = dielectric constant of the high-κ material 

and thigh-κ = physical thickness of the high-κ layer. If an interfacial SiO2 layer has formed between 

the Si substrate and the high-κ layer, the EOT for the whole gate oxide stack can be described as 

follows: 
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high

highSiO

SiO

tk
tEOT 2

2
     (5) 

 

Extraction of EOT requires fitting of the capacitance–voltage (C–V) characteristics of the MOS 

structure, taking into account quantum confinement effects in the accumulation and inversion 

layers, as well as eventual poly-Si depletion effects. Therefore in many cases more practical 

quantity to compare different gate dielectrics is the capacitance equivalent thickness (CET), defined 

as 

 

max

0 2

C
CET

SiO
      (6) 

 

where Cmax = the capacitance (per unit area) of the MOS structure measured at accumulation. The 

extraction of CET does not require fitting of the C–V data, but depends on the chosen gate bias.
21

 

 

 

2.2 New high-κ materials on silicon 

 

Until recently, the Si-SiO2 system has been an ideal system from electrical, material and processing 

points of view. Replacement of SiO2 by a new high-κ material brings many challenges to the 

traditional MOSFET manufacturing. In addition of finding a material, which fulfills the high 

standards of electrical properties set by this almost perfect insulator, it also has to be compatible 

with other materials and the existing CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) process. 

The electrical properties required include obviously high dielectric constant, but also large band gap 

and offsets to silicon conduction and valence bands as well as low leakage current. Large band 

offsets produce a potential barrier and therefore inhibit Schottky emission of electrons and holes.  

Other requirements include e.g. high interface quality, low density of interface and bulk states, and 

chemical stability with respect to both silicon and the gate material.
22

 Either amorphous or high 

quality single crystal structure is required to minimize the leakage current or diffusion paths. Some 

of the most important requirements are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Electrical properties of SiO2 and requirements for replacing high-κ materials.
22,23

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The dielectric constant should be in the range of 12-30, since higher κ may cause undesirable large 

fringing fields at the source and drain electrodes.
23

 The band gap is a fundamental property of the 

material. Generally, increasing dielectric constant leads to narrower band gap, and therefore also 

lower conduction and valence band offsets in contact with silicon. For most high-κ oxides the 

conduction band offset is smaller than the valence band offset.
24

 In Figure 2 band offsets of some 

high-κ candidates on silicon are presented.
25

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Calculated conduction band (upper row) and valence band (lower row) offsets of various 

materials on Si.
25

 

 

Stability in contact with silicon and gate material is vital, even at high temperatures. The CMOS 

fabrication process includes thermal process steps up to 1000°C. Formation of a low-κ interfacial 

 SiO2 high-κ 

Dielectric constant 3.9 12-30 

Band gap 9 eV > 5 eV 

Valence band offset 4.8 eV > 1 eV 

Conduction band offset 3.1 eV > 1 eV 

Crystallization temperature > 1000°C > 1000°C 

Interface density of states (low) < 10
11

 cm
-1

 eV
-1
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layer between silicon and the gate oxide reduces the overall capacitance density of the gate oxide 

stack and therefore reduces also the MOSFET performance. The gate oxide should remain 

amorphous through the high temperature process steps since crystallization produces grain 

boundaries, creating diffusion paths for unwanted impurities and charge carriers. Until recently, the 

“metal” gate in MOSFET has actually been made of heavily doped polycrystalline silicon, viz. poly-

Si, but it is not compatible with new high-κ oxides and causes channel mobility degradation due to 

Coulombic and phonon scattering. Therefore a mid-gap TiN metal gate has been introduced.
26

 The 

gate oxide should provide a high-quality electrical interface, giving high carrier mobility in the 

channel and low defect density with low trapped charge and small gate threshold voltages. 

 

It appears that hafnium oxide based materials, such as HfO2,
27,28

 HfSixOy,
29

 HfOxNy,
30

 and 

HfSixOyNz
31,32

 currently emerge as leading candidates. Pure HfO2 has the highest dielectric constant 

(κ ≈ 20-25), but it crystallizes at relatively low temperatures. For example, atomic layer deposition 

of HfO2 at 350°C yields polycrystalline films.
33

 Addition of Si and/or N increases the crystallization 

temperature,
30

 but also reduces the dielectric constant. Of these materials only HfSixOyNy remains 

amorphous after annealing at 1000°C, but it has a dielectric constant of only 14.
31

 Incorporation of 

lanthanum into HfO2 film has been proposed to increase the crystallization temperature with 

promising results.
34

 The crystallization temperature of the films increased from 500°C up to 950°C 

with increasing La concentration while κ remained constant at 16.6-16.7. The first generation of 

microprocessors with a high-κ dielectric gate oxide manufactured since 2007 relies on hafnium 

oxide based gate insulator.
1,35

 However, the trade-off between the crystallization temperature and 

the dielectric constant restricts the usage of hafnium oxide based materials, and for the next 

generation so called “higher-κ” applications new materials must be sought. 

 

2.3 Rare earth oxides as high-κ dielectrics 

 

Rare earth oxides have recently gained interest as possible high-κ oxides. Earliest studies focused 

on binary oxides, particularly La2O3, Gd2O3 and Y2O3.
22

 By various physical vapor phase 

deposition methods Y2O3 films with a dielectric constant as high as 17-18 have been processed.
36,37

 

However, when chemical vapor deposition methods such as ALD
38

 is applied, the dielectric 

constant of 10 is reported for Y2O3. Comparative study of lanthanoid oxides Ln2O3 grown by ALD 

provided κ in range of 8.4-11.1.
12

 RE2O3 oxides have sufficiently large band gap (ca. 6 eV) and 

band offsets with silicon (valence and conduction band offsets ca. 2-3 eV) to be utilized as gate 
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oxides.
39

 However, binary RE2O3 oxides easily crystallize which reduces the leakage current 

density. Incorporation of e.g. scandium into another RE2O3 increases both the dielectric constant 

and the crystallization temperature. For the most studied candidates, viz. LaScO3,
III

 GdScO3
4,II

 and 

DyScO3,
III,5-7

 dielectric constants κ > 20 and crystallization temperatures 900°C-1000°C have been 

reported. The band gaps and the band offsets (Table 2) also fulfill the requirements listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 2. Band gaps and band offsets of interfaces between Si and some ternary rare earth oxides. 

The oxide films were deposited by pulsed laser deposition.
40

 

 
Band gap Eg 

(eV) 

Band offsets 

Conduction band 

ΔEc (eV) 

Valence band 

ΔEv (eV) 

LaScO3 5.7 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 

GdScO3 5.6 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 

DyScO3 5.7 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 

 

2.4 GaAs-based electronics 

 

Although silicon is by far the most common semiconductor material, GaAs and other III-V 

compound semiconductors have some properties, such as excellent optoelectronic properties and 

high electron mobility, which make them more suitable than silicon for some specific applications. 

Better performance comes with the price of more complicated processing and higher cost, therefore 

III-V semiconductors are only used in applications where the performance is more important than 

the cost. The main obstacle to GaAs-based MOSFET devices is the lack of high-quality, 

thermodynamically stable insulators on GaAs that could match the device criteria as SiO2 on Si. 

Unlike silicon, GaAs does not have stable native oxide which could be used as a gate oxide in GaAs 

MOSFETs.  The major challenge is to create a high quality interface with low density of interface 

states (Dit) between the GaAs and the insulator. Most early studies have concentrated on oxidizing 

the GaAs surface by various gas and liquid phase methods.
41,42

 However, the quality of these oxide 

layers was not as high as needed, and therefore the next approach to solve the problem was to 

deposit pure Ga2O3 thin film onto GaAs. In order to slow down the deposition process and prevent 

splattering of Ga2O3 due to rapid sublimation, a Gd3Ga5O12 garnet (GGG) was used as target in 

electron beam evaporation of Ga2O3 thin films.
43

 Gd2O3 has much higher evaporation temperature 

(~ 4000 K) than Ga2O3 (~ 2000 K), and it was expected that high quality Ga2O3 film could be 

produced by this method. It turned out that the small amount of Gd found as an impurity in the 

films was a key to high quality films with low Dit. The effect of Gd was investigated in more detail 
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and a series of (Ga2O3)1-x(Gd2O3)x (x=0-1.0) films were deposited by electron beam evaporation.
44

 

It was concluded that the lowest Dit and leakage current density were achieved when x was in the 

range 14-20 %. However, the fundamental reason for this behaviour and the role of Gd are not clear. 

It was suggested that as an electropositive element Gd stabilizes the Ga +3 oxidation state therefore 

preventing the formation of gallium suboxides (GaO and Ga2O) and also minimizing the 

concentration of oxygen vacancies.
44

 It was also suggested that other electropositive elements (rare 

earth and alkaline earth elements) would have similar beneficial effect on the properties of Ga2O3. 

Also rare earth oxides Gd2O3, (GdxLa1-x)2O3 and Gd-silicate have been deposited by physical vapor 

deposition methods on GaAs.
45,46

 The first GaAs MOSFET with the gate oxide (Al2O3) deposited 

by ALD has also been fabricated.
47

 

 

 

3. Atomic layer deposition method 

 

The atomic layer deposition (ALD) method was developed in the 1970s by Suntola and Antson
48

 to 

produce high-quality, large-area flat panel electroluminescence displays, but is nowadays studied 

for various applications.
10

 ALD can be considered as an advanced version of the chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD) method and it relies on self-saturated surface-limited reactions of alternately 

introduced vaporized precursors. Precursor pulses are separated by inert gas purge in order to 

remove any excess precursor molecules and gaseous reaction by-products, leaving the growing film 

surface saturated by the previous precursor and ready to react with the next precursor. Due to the 

surface-controlled nature of the deposition, the film grows conformally regardless the shape of the 

substrate (planar, trenches, porous, etc.).
11

 The thickness of the film can be controlled by simply 

adjusting the number of deposition cycles as demonstrated in Figure 3. Although the ALD method 

is generally employed in the deposition of binary films such as oxides, nitrides and sulfides, more 

complex films can also be deposited.
49

 Varying the ratio of different precursor pulses the elemental 

composition of the film can be fine-tuned. 
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Figure 3. One ALD cycle consists of four separate steps. a) The substrate is exposed to precursor 1 

molecules which adsorb ideally as a monolayer on the surface.  b) The excess is removed by inert 

gas purging. c) The substrate is exposed to precursor 2 which reacts with the adsorbed precursor 1 

to form a layer of the desired material. d) Finally the excess of precursor 2 and the reaction by-

products are removed by purging. The cycle is repeated until the desired thickness of the film is 

obtained.  

 

One drawback of the ALD method is the relatively slow deposition rate, but considering the 

extremely thin layers needed in microelectronic devices this is not a major concern. Another 

concern is the limited number of suitable precursors for some elements. This can be especially 

problematic when depositing multi-element thin films, since all the chosen precursors must provide 

surface-limited film growth at the same deposition temperature. The precursors must be chemically 

compatible and reactive, viz. each precursor must react with the surface as it is after the preceding 

precursor pulse and inert gas purge. 
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4. Rare earth oxide thin films 

 

Rare earth oxide thin films have been deposited by both physical and chemical vapor phase 

methods. In this thesis the focus is on atomic layer deposition and therefore recent literature 

concerning ALD of RE2O3 thin films is briefly reviewed. Ternary rare earth oxides have mostly 

been deposited by physical vapor deposition methods and essential properties of those thin films is 

discussed. 

 

4.1 Chemistry of the rare earth oxides 

 

Despite the name, many of the rare earth elements are not rare at all in the earth‟s crust. The name 

originates from the history of their discovery. Due to their similarity in size and oxidation state, in 

nature the rare earth elements are found together, and for a long time it was very difficult to separate 

them. They are all electropositive reactive metals, the most important oxidation state is +3, and due 

to their large size and oxidation state the bonding is predominantly ionic in character.
50

 Especially 

the larger rare earths are basic in their chemical behaviour. Binary RE2O3 can adopt different 

structures, a hexagonal A-type and a cubic C-type being the most common at low and moderately 

elevated temperatures.
51

 Larger RE oxides favor the A-type structure while smaller RE oxides, 

including yttrium and scandium oxides prefer the C-type structure. When two rare earth oxides are 

combined, the size difference between the RE
3+

 cations determines which crystal structure the 

ternary oxide adopts. If the cations are similar in size and the preferred crystal structure of the 

oxides is the same, a solid solution is easily formed. However, when the size difference between the 

two REs increases, an orthorhombic perovskite phase can be formed. In the bulk form, ternary 

REScO3 with the perovskite structure have been synthesized at ambient pressure when RE=La, Pr, 

Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy and Ho.
52

 Smaller rare earth elements do not form perovskites under 

ambient conditions, but high-pressure syntheses of YScO3, HoScO3, ErScO3 and TmScO3 have 

been reported.
53

 The deposition method and the substrate affect many of the thin film properties, 

and materials may behave quite differently in thin film form. Low-energy interfaces facilitate the 

formation of otherwise unstable compounds or structures and even the smallest RE lutetium forms 

the ternary LuScO3 perovskite phase when deposited onto NdGaO3(110) and DyScO3(110) 

substrates.
54

 When the crystallization behaviour of REScO3 thin films deposited by pulsed laser 

deposition (PLD) on LaAlO3 substrates was studied, a correlation between the atomic number of 
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RE and the crystallization temperature was found.
55

 REScO3 perovskite phase was observed when 

RE=La-Ho, but TmScO3, YbScO3 and LuScO3 did not form the perovskite phase at the temperature 

range examined which was up to 800°C. 

 

4.2 Atomic layer deposition of binary rare earth oxides 

 

4.2.1 RE metal precursors 

 

As discussed in chapter 3, one limitation of the ALD method for many elements is the lack of 

suitable precursors. In general, the ALD precursor must be volatile, thermally stable at the 

deposition temperature and react readily with the surface and the other precursor.
56

 Although oxides 

of all naturally occurring rare earths have been deposited by ALD, the range of available precursors 

is quite limited. Many transition metal oxides (e.g. HfO2
27

, ZrO2
57

 and TiO2
58

) have been deposited 

by ALD utilizing halides, but rare earth halides are not sufficiently volatile to be used as precursors. 

Instead,  several volatile  complexes with  organic ligands provide the  necessary  properties. 

(Figure 4.) 

 

Figure 4. Typical volatile RE compound which can be utilized in ALD of rare earth oxides  

a) β-diketonate Y(thd)3, b) cyclopentadienyl compound (CpMe)3Y, c) silylamide Pr[N(SiMe3)2]3 

and d) amidinate Er(
t
Bu2amd)3. 
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β-diketonates 

 

Rare earth β-diketonates are the most popular and the most intensively investigated rare earth 

coordination compounds.
59

 The first RE β-diketonates were prepared already at the end of the 19
th

 

century,
60

 and since then they have been utilized in many different fields. RE β-diketonates were 

first used in ALD when electroluminescence ZnS films were doped with lanthanoids in the late 

1980s.
61

 The first RE oxides grown by ALD using thd-based (thd=2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-

heptanedionato) precursors and ozone were Y2O3,
62

 CeO2
63

 and La2O3.
64

 Since these early reports 

almost all RE oxides have been successfully deposited by thd-based processes.
12,65-74

  

 

The β-diketonates have two carbonyl groups separated by one carbon atom, thus they can act as 

bidentate chelating agents. The simplest β-diketonate is acetylacetone (Hacac), where the 

substituents on both carbonyl groups are methyl groups. In 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione 

(Hthd), these methyl groups are replaced by bulkier tert-butyl-groups. The neutral tris-complexes 

have three -diketonate ligands for each RE
3+

 ion and the general formula is thus RE(-

diketonate)3. Because the coordination sphere of especially the larger RE
3+

 ions is unsaturated in 

these six-coordinate complexes, the RE can expand its coordination sphere by oligomerization with 

bridging -diketonate ligands. However, the oligomerization may reduce the volatility of the 

complex. In the RE thd-complexes, branched tert-butyl-groups provide steric protection, stabilize 

the complexes and increase their volatility, making them suitable precursors for ALD. Although 

especially the larger RE(thd)3 crystallize as dimers
75

, mass spectrometric studies of RE(thd)3 have 

not revealed any dimers in the gas phase.
76

 The main peak corresponds to RE(thd)2
+
, but the 

molecular RE(thd)3 is also present.  Another option to saturate the coordination sphere is by adduct 

formation with Lewis bases, such as 1,10-phenantroline or 2,2‟-bipyridine.
66

 This approach has 

been applied to coordinatively saturate and stabilize the otherwise unstable Ce
3+

 ion.
77

 The chelate 

effect and REs‟ strong tendency to form oxygen-coordinated complexes make thd-compounds 

stable and unreactive towards mild oxidizers. Therefore aggressive oxidizers such as ozone are 

needed to break the RE-thd bond yielding RE oxide thin film. Although the deposition rate is slow 

due to the bulky ligands, the films deposited by the thd-process are generally of high quality and 

have only a few impurities, mainly carbon. 
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Cyclopentadienyl compounds 

 

The first cyclopentadienyl (Cp) compounds of rare earths were synthetized by Wilkinson and 

Birmingham in 1954.
78

 Air- and moisture sensitive rare earth Cp-complexes are highly reactive 

towards water which make them desirable metal precursors for ALD. Considering the ALD of gate 

oxides in particular, the fact that no aggressive oxygen source such as ozone is required is 

beneficial, since the oxidation of the silicon substrate and therefore the growth of interfacial SiO2 

layer can be minimized. Also the deposition rate is much higher compared to e.g. thd-processes. 

However, due to their higher reactivity special attention must be paid to the storage and handling of 

the precursors. 

 

Simple tris-cyclopentadienyl complexes of the smaller rare earths, viz. Y and Sc, have been utilized 

in ALD,
 38,65

 resulting in smooth films with very little impurities. However, when the radius of the 

RE
3+

 cation increases, unsubstituted Cp ligands can no longer saturate the coordination sphere of 

the large central cation. Cp3RE compounds of larger REs decompose upon heating destroying the 

self-limiting nature of the ALD growth. Larger, substituted ligands and/or adducts stabilize the 

complex, but even then the deposition of high quality film can be difficult. In his dissertation,
28

 J. 

Niinistö reports that Cp3La decomposes at its relatively high sublimation temperature (250°C) and 

therefore further deposition experiments were not continued. Bulkier (CpMe)3La, (CpMe4)3La and 

(Cp
i
Pr)3La had better thermal stability and some uniform films were deposited, but only at very low 

temperatures, viz. 190°C. Even then the growth was not fully surface-limited, since longer 

precursor pulses resulted in higher growth rates. However, Scarel et al.
79

 and Tsoutsou et al.
80

 

managed to deposit La2O3 films by ALD using unsubstituted Cp3La and water at 260°C. The 

sublimation temperature of the Cp3La precursor in these depositions was lower (185°C) than 

reported in Niinistö‟s dissertation (250°C), which may be the explanation why Scarel and Tsousou 

managed to utilize Cp3La in ALD. Other details of the deposition process were not reported. 

Methyl-substituted cyclopentadienyl compounds have successfully been employed in deposition of 

Y2O3
38

 and Er2O3.
81

 Gd2O3 thin films of satisfactory quality were deposited using (CpCH3)3Gd and 

water as precursors even though (CpCH3)3Gd showed signs of decomposition during the 

deposition.
73

 Further increase in the substituent size stabilizes the Cp-compounds; Kim et al. have 

managed to deposit La2O3 by electron cyclotron resonance atomic layer deposition (ECR-ALD) 

technique with tris(isopropyl-cyclopentadienyl)lanthanum [(iPrCp)3La] as a lanthanum precursor 

and O2 plasma as the oxygen source.
82

 Truly self-limiting growth behaviour was observed when the 

deposition temperature exceeded 300°C. 
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Amides 

 

Rare earth complexes with nitrogen-coordinated ligands could be interesting precursors for ALD, 

since they are presumably more reactive towards water compared to e.g. β-diketonates. Simple rare 

earth alkylamides [RE(NR2)3] are too unstable and involatile to be utilized as precursors in ALD,
83

 

but substituting the ligand with bulky trimethylsilyl-group produces relatively stable and volatile 

monomeric rare earth tris-silylamides RE[N(SiMe3)2]3
84

 which have been utilized in ALD of 

La2O3,
85-90

 PrOx
91

 and Gd2O3.
83,92

 However, the resulting oxide films contained considerable 

amount of impurities (mainly Si and H) and crystallized upon annealing as mixed silicate films. For 

PrOx
91

 and Gd2O3
83,92

 the growth rate increased with increasing precursor pulse length indicating 

the growth was not fully surface saturated. Kukli et al. reported very peculiar growth for the La2O3 

films where the growth rate decreased with increasing metal precursor pulse length, which is very 

untypical for ALD.
89

 

 

 

Amidinates and guanidinates 

 

Rare earth amidinates and guanidinates comprise a relatively new class of complexes containing N-

chelating ligands as they were discovered less than 20 years ago.
13

 At first, no practical uses were 

envisaged, but once their potential in homogeneous catalysis in 2002 was discovered,
93

 activity in 

this field increased enormously. The high volatility, thermal stability, and high and properly self-

limited reactivity with water vapor make these compounds excellent precursors for ALD. The first 

RE oxide thin films deposited by ALD using amidinate precursor were La2O3.
94,95

  Also Sc2O3
96

 and 

Y2O3
97

 thin films have been deposited by RE(
i
Pr2amd)3 precursors together with water, but 

surprisingly no reaction occurred between amidinato complex Er(
t
Bu2amd)3 and water.

98
 Instead, 

ozone was utilized as an oxygen source, but the growth was not fully surface saturated. Amidinate 

anions (general formula [RC(NR‟)2]
-
) are the nitrogen analogues of the carboxylates. All three 

substituents at the heteroallylic N-C-N unit can be varied in order to meet a large range of steric 

requirements. Closely related guanidinate ions contain a tertiary amino group at the central carbon 

atom of the N-C-N unit.
14

 Like the β-diketonates, acting as bidentate chelating agents amidinates 

and guanidinates are expected to enhance the thermal and chemical stability of the resulting metal 

complexes and thus make them suitable precursors for ALD. By selecting appropriate substituents 

the steric and electronic properties of the ligands can be fine-tuned and e.g. volatility of the 
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resulting complex increased.  Guanidinate precursor has recently been utilized in ALD of Gd2O3 

thin films.
14, 99

 

 

4.2.2 RE2O3 films by ALD 

 

In Table 3 some representative examples of ALD of binary RE2O3 thin films are presented. Due to 

the increasing number of publications and somewhat incoherent practices in reporting the results the 

table is not fully comprehensive, but it should give an overview of the ALD processes applied. 
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Table 3. Typical examples of binary RE2O3 thin films grown by ALD. 

RE2O3 Metal precursor 
Oxygen 

source 

Deposition 

temperature (°C) 

Growth rate 

(Å/cycle) 
Ref. 

Sc2O3 Sc(thd)3 O3 335-375 0.13 [65] 

Sc(thd)3 O3 + H2O2 375 0.14 [65] 

Cp3Sc H2O 250-350 0.75 [65] 

Sc(
i
Pr2amd)3 H2O 290 0.3 [96] 

Y2O3 Y(thd)3 O3 250-350 0.23 [66, 67] 

Y(thd)3 O2 plasma 200-300 0.3-0.5 [69-71] 

Y(thd)3(bipy) O3 250-350 0.23 [66] 

Y(thd)3(phen) O3 250-350 0.22 [66] 

Cp3Y H2O 300 1.62 [38] 

(CpMe)3Y H2O 200-400 1.2-1.3 [38] 

Y(
i
Pr2amd)3 H2O 150-280 0.8 [97] 

La2O3 La(thd)3 O3 225-275 0.36 [68, 100] 

Cp3La H2O 260* (not reported) [79, 80] 

(CpEt)3La O2 plasma > 300 0.2 [101] 

(Cp
i
Pr)3La O2 plasma 300 0.6 [82, 102] 

La[N(SiMe3)2]3 H2O 225-275 0.3-0.5 [85-90] 

La(
i
Pr-amd)3 H2O 300 0.9 [94, 95] 

PrOx Pr(thd)3 O3 200* 0.52-0.71 [74] 

(Cp
i
Pr)3Pr H2O 175* 1.6 [28] 

Pr[N(SiMe3)2]3 H2O 200-300* 0.15-0.3 [91, 92] 

Nd2O3 Nd(thd)3 O3 275-325 0.44-0.45 [12,72] 

Sm2O3 Sm(thd)3 O3 300 0.36 [12] 

Eu2O3 Eu(thd)3 O3 300 0.32 [12] 

Gd2O3 Gd(thd)3 O3 250-300 0.30-0.31 [12, 73] 

(CpMe)3Gd H2O 250-300* ca. 2.0-3.0 [73] 

Gd[N(SiMe3)2]3 H2O 200-250* ca. 0.5-2.2 [92] 

Gd[(
i
PrN)2CNMe]3 H2O 175-275 1.1 [14, 99] 

Dy2O3 Dy(thd)3 O3 300 0.31 [12] 

Ho2O3 Ho(thd)3 O3 300 0.25 [12] 

Er2O3 Er(thd)3 O3 250-375 0.24-0.25 [12, 103] 

Er(thd)3 O2 plasma 300 0.3-0.5 [69, 70] 

(CpMe)3Er H2O 250-350 1.5 [81] 

Er(
t
Bu2amd)3 O3 225-300* 0.37-0.55 [98] 

Tm2O3 Tm(thd)3 O3 300 0.22 [12] 

Yb2O3 Yb(thd)3 O3 300-350 0.15 [104] 

Cp3Yb H2O 360* 0.2-0.36 [105] 

Cp3Yb O3 360* 0.11-0.24 [105] 

Lu2O3 {[Cp(SiMe3)]2LuCl}2 H2O 360* 0.26, 0.9-1.4 [105, 106] 

*surface saturated ALD growth not observed or not fully studied 
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4.3 Ternary RE-oxide thin films 

  

Ternary rare earth oxide thin films have mostly been deposited by physical vapor deposit ion 

methods such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
2,3,107

 and molecular beam deposition (MBD),
108-111

 

but a few reports of MOCVD
112,113

 and ALD
I-IV,114

  have been published. In Table 4 representative 

examples of ternary RE-oxides depositions are presented and the some properties of the films 

summarized. Although the listing is far from complete due to vast number of publications in this 

field, it should give an overall picture of deposition methods applied and some typical properties of 

the films. The emphasis is on amorphous high-κ thin films deposited on silicon. 

 

 

Table 4. Examples of amorphous high-κ ternary rare earth oxides deposited on silicon. 

Thin film Deposition 

method 

κ Crystallization 

temperature (°C) 

Ref. 

YScO3 ALD 14-16 800-1000 [I] 

LaScO3 ALD 16 800 [III, 114] 

PLD 22 800 [2, 3] 

MBD 17 (as-dep.) 

28-33 (annealed) 

800 [108-111] 

SmScO3 PLD 29 900 [107] 

GdScO3 ALD 22 900 [II,115] 

MOCVD (not reported) 1100 [112] 

PLD 22 1100 [2, 3] 

EBE 23 1100 [4] 

TbScO3 EBE 26 > 1100 [116] 

DyScO3 ALD 24 900 [III] 

MOCVD 20-23 1100 [5-6, 113] 

PLD 22 1100 [2, 3] 

ErScO3 ALD 18 600 [III] 

LuScO3 ALD 11 300 [III] 

LaLuO3 ALD 30 900 [IV, 114, 117] 

MOCVD (not reported) 1000 [112] 

 PLD 17 (as-dep.) 

32 (annealed) 

800-1100 [111, 118] 

 MBD 30 800 [117] 
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Typical issues and problems encountered are interdiffusion of the substrate and the thin film 

material resulting in unwanted reactions and formation of interfacial layer degrading the film 

properties. It has been shown that MOCVD-deposited DyScO3 films react with the underlying SiO2 

layer at temperatures ca. 800°C and thereupon an amorphous silicate layer is formed.
113,119

 The 

same phenomenon was also detected with LaScO3 films deposited by MBD.
110

 The extent of Si 

diffusion seems to depend on many factors, e.g. annealing temperature, atmosphere and the quality 

of the SiO2 layer between the silicon substrate and the REScO3 film. Also the thickness of the 

original REScO3 layer plays a significant role. At 1000°C, a thin (ca. 4 nm) DyScO3 film was 

completely transformed into amorphous DyxScySizO layer,
113

 but in the case of an originally 

thicker (ca. 12 nm) DyScO3 film, a polycrystalline DyScO3 layer was formed on top of an 

amorphous silicon rich layer.
119

 When the reaction between binary RE2O3 films and silicon 

substrates was investigated after thermal annealing, it was concluded that the larger the ionic radius 

of the RE
3+

 is, the more easily Si diffuses into the RE2O3 film.
120
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5. Experimental 

 

This section briefly describes depositions and analyses of the thin films. A more detailed description 

can be found in publications I-V. In addition to the processes described in publications, depositions 

of HoScO3 and some additional depositions of REScO3 and LaLuO3 thin films at higher 

temperature are discussed. 

 

5.1 Thin film depositions 

 

All ALD depositions were carried out in a commercial flow-type hot-wall ALD-rector (F-120 by 

ASM Microchemistry Ltd.). Nitrogen (> 99.999%) used as carrier and purge gas was generated in 

Schmidlin UHPN 3000 N2 generator. The pressure in the reactor during the depositions was ca. 2-3 

mbar. Most depositions utilizing β-diketonate metal precursors were carried out at 300°C, but for 

YScO3, HoScO3 and ErxGa2-xO3 higher deposition temperatures were used. Deposition of DyScO3 

and LaLuO3 films was studied also at slightly higher temperature, viz. 350°C. With 

cyclopentadienyl or amidinate metal precursors deposition temperatures 250°C (ErxGa2-xO3) and 

300°C (YScO3) were applied. 

 

RE(thd)3 precursors were synthesized in the laboratory by method originally described by 

Eisentraut and Sievers
121

 and purified by sublimation under reduced pressure. All other precursors 

were obtained from elsewhere (details in original publications I-V.) Due to their highly air and 

moisture sensitive nature, cyclopentadienyl- and amidinate-precursors (viz. (CpMe)3Y, (CpMe)3Er, 

Cp3Sc and (NMe2)6Ga2) were stored and handled under argon in a glove-box. All precursors were 

solid and they were sublimed from open glass crucibles inside the reactor. Air sensitive precursors 

were loaded into the crucibles in a glove box and sealed inside a glass tube which then could be 

transferred into the reactor. Ozone produced from 99.999% O2 in Fischer Model 502 ozone 

generator was used as oxygen source with the β-diketonate precursors RE(thd)3 and Ga(acac)3. 

Water was used with the more reactive cyclopentadienyl and amidinate precursors and it was 

evaporated from an external container kept at room temperature. 

 

Films were deposited onto two 5 cm x 5 cm p-type Si(100) substrates (Okmetic Ltd., Vantaa, 

Finland). Substrates were placed one after the other along the gas flow direction. Soda lime glass 
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substrates of similar size were used on the backside to prevent film growth on the back of silicon. 

Silicon substrates were mostly used as received, but in case of REScO3 (RE=La, Gd, Dy, Er or Lu) 

and LaLuO3 films substrates for the samples intended for electrical characterization were dipped 

into 2 % HF solution prior to the depositions to remove the native oxide layer. Glass substrates were 

ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol and water before use. Only in the case of YScO3 also films 

deposited on glass were analyzed. 

 

All ternary deposition processes were based on previously well documented binary deposition 

processes with already optimized parameters (i.e. deposition and precursor sublimation 

temperatures, precursor pulse and purge lengths etc.). Ternary processes were established by 

combining two binary processes without a detailed optimization of parameters. In some thd-

depositions slightly longer precursor pulses (typically 1.5 s for metal precursors and 2.0 s for ozone) 

were used to ensure surface saturation and high quality of films over the entire substrate area, but 

this did not have any effect on the deposition rate of the films. 

 

Some additional depositions not described in original publications I-V were also carried out. These 

include deposition of HoScO3 thin films and also additional deposition of DyScO3 and LaLuO3 thin 

films at 350C using thd-precursors and ozone. For HoScO3 depositions very similar conditions 

except the deposition temperature (350°C) were applied as described in publication III for other 

REScO3, including precursor pulse and purge lengths. Sublimation temperature of Ho(thd)3 was 

130C. For DyScO3 and LaLuO3 deposition parameters apart from the deposition temperature were 

the same as described in publications III and V, respectively. Table 5. summarizes all thin film 

materials, precursors and deposition temperatures included in this thesis. 
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Table 5. Thin film depositions included in this thesis. 

Film material Metal precursors 
Oxygen 

source 
Tdep (C) Ref. 

     REScO3 thin films 

YScO3 Y(thd)3, Sc(thd)3 O3 335, 350 [I] 

(CpMe)3Y, Cp3Sc H2O 300 [I] 

LaScO3 La(thd)3, Sc(thd)3 O3 300 [III] 

GdScO3 Gd(thd)3, Sc(thd)3 O3 300 [II] 

DyScO3 Dy(thd)3, Sc(thd)3 O3 300, 350 [III, ch. 6.1] 

HoScO3 Ho(thd)3, Sc(thd)3 O3 350 [ch. 6.1] 

ErScO3 Er(thd)3, Sc(thd)3 O3 300  [III] 

LuScO3 Lu(thd)3, Sc(thd)3 O3 300 [III] 

     Other ternary thin films 

LaLuO3 La(thd)3, Lu(thd)3 O3 300, 350 [IV, ch. 6.3] 

ErGaO3 Er(thd)3, Ga(acac)3 O3 350 [V] 

(CpMe)3Er, (NMe2)6Ga2 H2O 250 [V] 

 

 

 

5.2 Film characterization 

 

In case of REScO3 and LaLuO3, it was attempted to grow films with composition as close as 

possible to the stoichiometric structure. During the optimization of the film stoichiometry, the metal 

ratio was measured by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF, Philips PW 1480 WDS 

spectrometer) using Rh excitation. The data were analyzed with the UniQuant 4.34 program 

(Omega Data Systems, Netherlands), which is based on fundamental parameters and experimentally 

determined instrumental sensitivity factors.
122,123

 XRF is a rapid and non-destructive method to 

analyze heavier elements (typically metals) and is therefore well suited for the preliminary 

examination of the metal ratio in ternary thin films. When a metal ratio close to the stoichiometric 

one (~1) was observed, a series of samples of different thicknesses (typically from 5 nm to ca. 100 

nm) were deposited. Metal ratio in REScO3 (RE=La, Gd, Dy, Er and Lu), LaLuO3 and ErxGa2-xO3 

films was then verified by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) at the Institute of Bio- 

and Nanosystems and Center of Nanoelectronic Systems for Information Technology, Research 

Center Jülich, Germany or at the Interuniversity Microelectronics Center, Belgium. RBS and other 

ion beam methods are especially suitable for compositional analysis of thin material layers.
124

 No 

standards nor preliminary knowledge of the sample composition is required. RBS is based on 

probing backscattered ions when the sample is bombarded by typically 1.0-2.5 MeV He ions. It is 
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especially powerful method for detection of metals and other heavy elements and gives also 

information of the elemental depth profile. 

 

Time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis (TOF-ERDA)
124

 was utilized in analyzing the metal 

to oxygen ratio and possible light elements in the films. TOF-ERDA is an ion beam analysis method 

and relies on coincident detection of time-of-flight and energy of forward-scattering sample ions 

when the sample is bombarded by heavy incident ions. Unlike RBS and XRF, TOF-ERDA can 

detect even the lightest of elements including hydrogen. In case of YScO3 and HoScO3 films also 

the metal ratio RE:Sc was verified by TOF-ERDA. TOF-ERDA measurements were carried out at 

the Acceleration laboratory of the University of Helsinki and at the Interuniversity Microelectronics 

Center, Belgium. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used for the speciation of 

carbon impurities in films. Rare earth oxide thin films deposited with carbon containing precursor 

and ozone often contain carbonate which can be easily recognized by its characteristic bands.
12,68

 

Samples were analyzed in a Nicolet Magna-750 infrared spectrometer. 

 

The growth rates for films with thickness > 50 nm were calculated from thickness data determined 

by an optical fitting method described by Ylilammi and Ranta-aho.
125

 In this method, theoretical 

spectra were fitted to reflectance spectra (190-1100 nm) measured in a Hitachi U-2000 double beam 

spectrophotometer. Thinner films (ca. 5-50 nm) were analyzed by X-ray reflectometry (XRR) for 

thickness. Selected samples of GdScO3 were also analyzed by transmission electron spectroscopy 

(TEM) to verify the film thickness and by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) for thickness variation. 

TEM, XRR and SE analyzes were carried out at the Institute of Bio- and Nanosystems and Center 

of Nanoelectronic Systems for Information Technology, Research Center Jülich, Germany. 

 

Crystallinity of the films was analyzed by X-ray diffraction method using both a traditional (Philips 

MPD 1880) and a grazing incidence (Panalytical X‟Pert Pro MDP) mode. Samples were analyzed 

before and after thermal annealing. Annealings were carried out in nitrogen atmosphere for 10 min 

at temperatures varying from 500C to 1000C using PEO 601 (ATV Technologie GmbH) rapid 

thermal annealing oven. LaLuO3 films were also annealed under oxygen and after annealing 

examined by XRD. These analyses were carried out at the Institute of Bio- and Nanosystems and 

Center of Nanoelectronic Systems for Information Technology, Research Center Jülich, Germany. 

Surface morphology of YScO3, GdScO3 and ErxGa2-xO3 films were analyzed by atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments) was operated in tapping mode and 

scanning frequency of 1 Hz. Roughness values were calculated as root mean square (rms) values. 
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For YScO3 and ErxGa2-xO3 thin films Al/insulator/SiO2/p-Si(100)/Al capacitor structures were 

constructed. The thickness of the dielectric layer was ca. 40-50 nm. The effective dielectric constant 

was calculated from the accumulation capacitance. For other films Pt/insulator/p-Si(100)/Al 

structure were constructed and films with varying thicknesses (typically from. ca. 5 nm to 20 nm, 

but for DyScO3 and LaLuO3 also thicker films) were analyzed. CET (capacitance equivalent 

thickness) values were plotted versus the physical film thickness and the dielectric constant was 

extracted from the slope of resulting straight line. Table 6 summarizes the analysis methods used in 

this thesis. 

 

Table 6. Summary of the analysis methods applied and the information acquired. 

Method Information obtained Publication 

UV/VIS spectrophotometry Film thickness ( > 50 nm), growth rate I-V 

XRR Film thickness ( 5 - 50 nm), growth rate I-V 

XRF Metal ratio I-III, V 

RBS Metal ratio II-V 

TOF-ERDA M:O ratio, impurities, metal ratio I-III, V 

FTIR spectroscopy Detection of carbonate I, III 

XRD, GIXRD Crystallinity I-V 

AFM Surface morphology I-II, IV-V 

TEM Structure, thickness, detection of the interface layer II, IV 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry Thickness variation II 

XPS M:O ratio IV 

C-V measurement CET, , VFb, hysteresis I-V 

I-V measurement Leakage current density I-V 
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6. Results and discussions 

 

This chapter summarizes the results of the thin film depositions. First the depositions and properties 

of the REScO3 thin films grown by the thd-process are discussed and some previously unpublished 

results are included. YScO3 thin film depositions utilizing cyclopentadienyl metal precursors are 

discussed in chapter 6.2. In chapter 6.3, details of the depositions and properties of LaLuO3 films 

are presented. Finally in chapter 6.4 the results of ErxGa2-xO3 film depositions are summarized. 

 

6.1 REScO3 thin films 

 

At the time the first YScO3 thin film depositions were carried out, there were practically no other 

ALD reports published concerning ternary rare earth oxide thin films containing two different rare 

earth elements. Therefore some of the excellent properties of the YScO3 thin films came as a 

surprise and encouraged us to continue further investigations of this group of materials. Due to the 

similarity of the rare earth elements in many aspects and on the other hand the gradual change in 

their cation size, REScO3 thin films have several similar and gradually evolving properties. 

 

The film thicknesses of all REScO3 films were linearly dependent on the number of the deposition 

cycles, which is typical for an ALD process. As depicted in Figure 5, the growth rate of the REScO3 

films deposited by the thd-process showed linear relationship and an expected trend of increasing 

growth rate with increasing RE
3+

 cation radius. Similar trend was observed for binary RE2O3 thin 

films deposited by the thd-process.
12

 However, the increase in the growth rate can only partly be 

explained by the increase in the cation radius. For example, the radius of the La
3+

 ion is ca. 23 % 

larger than the radius of the Dy
3+

 cation, but there is ca. 44 % increase in growth rate of LaScO3 

compared to the growth rate of DyScO3. One possible explanation mentioned earlier by Päiväsaari
74

 

is based on the fact discussed in chapter 4.2.1, viz. the tendency of larger lanthanoids to prefer 

higher coordination numbers than six and therefore form dimeric thd-complexes. Although gas 

phase studies of RE(thd)3 show that for many RE(thd)3 the most abundant species in gas phase 

under high vacuum is Re(thd)2
+
,
76

 on the surface of the substrate or the growing thin film they may 

form dimers. This would lead to a denser coverage of the surface and a higher growth rate. The 

growth rates were linearly dependent on the RE:Sc precursor pulsing ratio, and the measured 

growth rates followed the theoretical growth rates calculated from the growth rates of binary RE2O3 
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thin films. DyScO3 thin films were deposited also at 350°C, and a growth rate of 0.21 Å/cycle was 

observed, which is slightly higher than the growth rate at 300°C. 

 

 

Figure 5. Growth rates of REScO3 thin films as a function of the RE
3+

 cation radius. The deposition 

temperatures were 300°C except for YScO3 and HoScO3 thin films. 

  

A series of films with different metal precursor pulsing ratios was deposited and after every 

deposition the actual metal ratio RE:Sc was routinely analyzed by X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy 

(XRF). Based on these results pulsing ratios for stoichiometric REScO3 thin films were established. 

According to XRF, small excess of Sc was needed except for ErScO3 and LuScO3. In these cases, it 

was sufficient that an equal amount of RE and Sc or even a slight excess of RE was pulsed into the 

reactor. According to RBS, this resulted in slightly Sc rich YScO3, ErScO3 and LuScO3 films, but 

REScO3 of larger RE had metal ratio very close to stoichiometric ratio (RE:Sc= 0.97-1.06). Table 7 

summarizes the deposition parameters applied for the stoichiometric REScO3 thin films, observed 

growth rates and measured metal ratios. 
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Table 7. Precursor pulsing ratios, growth rates and measured metal ratios of REScO3 thin films. 

REScO3 RE:Sc 

pulsing ratio 

growth rate measured RE:Sc 

< 50 nm (Å/cycle) > 50 nm (Å/cycle) XRF RBS 

LaScO3 5:6 0.28 0.26 1 : 0.94 1 : 1.03 

GdScO3 5:6 0.21 0.21 1 : 0.96 1 : 0.98 

DyScO3 10:11 0.18 0.19 1 : 1.01 1 : 0.94 

HoScO3
a
 5:6 - 0.20

a
 1 : 1.01 1 : 1.06

b
 

YScO3
a
 10:11 - 0.18

a
 1 : 1.05 1 : 1.22

b
 

ErScO3 1:1 0.19 0.19 1 : 0.98 1 : 0.86 

LuScO3 6:5 0.18 0.18 1 : 0.99 1 : 0.82 

a
 Thin films deposited at 350°C 

b
 Metal ratio analyzed by TOF-ERDA 

 

Small amount of carbon was found in all the REScO3 films, varying from 2.7 to 0.9 at-% for the 

larger REs (La-Dy) and ≤ 0.5 at-% for the smaller REs (Ho, Y, Er, Lu,). The type of carbon 

impurities was studied in more detail by FTIR spectroscopy. As discussed in chapter 4.2.1, the thd-

complexes of RE require a strong oxidizer, such as ozone, in order to form oxide thin film, which 

often results in oxidation of carbon impurities to carbonate. Unidentate carbonate group can easily 

be identified by its typical doublet band at ca. 1500-1400 cm
-1

 and a singlet at ca. 850 cm
-1

 in FTIR 

spectrum.
126

 Figure 6 shows how the intensity of the carbonate doublet diminishes as we move from 

the LaScO3 spectrum to LuScO3 spectrum. This method alone does not give quantitatively the 

carbonate concentration in the film, but we can, with some certainty, compare the normalized peak 

areas (i.e. peak area divided by the film thickness) of different samples. Figure 6 depicts the 

normalized peak area as a function of the RE
3+

 cation radius showing a clear trend of increasing 

concentration of carbonate with increasing cation radius. Other impurities detected by TOF-ERDA 

were hydrogen and fluorine. The concentration of hydrogen was 0.7-2.3 at-%, and no particular 

trend was observed related to the cation radius. Similar levels of hydrogen have been observed in 

binary RE2O3 thin films deposited by the thd-process.
12

 Fluorine is an element commonly detected 

in films deposited in this reactor particularly when ozone is used as oxygen source and it is assumed 

to originate from the vacuum grease or the Teflon gaskets used in the reactor. Metal to oxygen ratios 

varied from 0.55 to 0.69, indicating nearly ideal stoichiometry or small excess of oxygen. 

Impurities and metal to oxygen ratios are summarized in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Summary of impurities and M:O ratios found in REScO3 films determined by TOF-ERDA. 

REScO3 M:O C (at-%) H (at-%) F (at-%) 

LaScO3 0.57 2.7 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.2 

GdScO3 0.65 0.9 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.2 

DyScO3 0.66 1.3 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 

HoScO3
a
 0.66 0.2 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 

YScO3
a
 0.69 < 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.1 

ErScO3 0.55 0.5 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.2 3.8 ± 0.5 

LuScO3 0.64 0.4 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.3 

a
 Thin films deposited at 350°C 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Normalized carbonate doublet peak areas vs. RE
3+

 cation radius indicating a clear trend in 

the amount of carbonate found in REScO3 films.
III

 

 

As discussed in chapter 4.1, REScO3 can crystallize as a solid solution of binary oxides or form a 

perovskite phase. According to the XRD data, all the REScO3 films with closely stoichiometric 

composition studied in this thesis were amorphous as-deposited except for LuScO3, which showed 

weak diffraction peaks of the cubic C-type structure even before thermal annealing. After thermal 

annealing, all other films also crystallized and formed polycrystalline structures. The radius of the 
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RE
3+

 cation clearly affected not only the crystallizing phase but also the crystallization temperature. 

With the larger REs (La and Gd) the films crystallized as perovskite phase at relatively high 

temperatures (800-900C), while smaller REs preferred the cubic C-type solid solution. The 

formation of solid solution was clearly evident in case of YScO3, when several samples with large 

range of Y:Sc ratio were examined. In Figure 7, a linear relationship can be seen between the d-

values of the major diffraction peaks and the relative amount of yttrium in the films indicating a 

formation of the solid solution. 

 

Figure 7. The diffraction peak d-values of YxSc2-xO3 thin films as a function of the film 

composition. Open symbols represent d-values for binary Sc2O3 (0 %) and Y2O3 (100 %).
I
 

 

The crystallization temperature of the films forming solid solution dropped with decreasing RE
3+

 

cation radius from 1000C for YScO3 to the deposition temperature 300C for LuScO3. Although 

DyScO3 first crystallized as solid solution of binary oxides at 900C, after annealing at 1000C also 

peaks of the perovskite phase appeared in the diffraction pattern. Figure 8 shows diffraction patterns 

of annealed LaScO3, DyScO3 and LuScO3 films. The strongest reflection, viz. the (222) reflection of 

solid solution can easily be identified in the diffraction pattern of LuScO3 at 2θ = 30.6(d = 2.92 Å) 

and, due to larger Dy
3+

 cation radius, at 2θ = 30.4(d = 2.94 Å) for DyScO3. Other strong and 

easily identified reflections of the C-type structure are (211), (400), (440) and (622), all clearly 

recognizable in patterns of LuScO3 and DyScO3. For the LaScO3 perovskite phase the strongest 

reflections seen are (110), (020), (112) and (004). In the region 2θ = 20-30 of the DyScO3 
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diffraction pattern there are three peaks, although only one of them belongs to the C-type phase. 

The other two at 2θ = 22.7(d = 3.91 Å) and 2θ = 25.5(d = 3.49 Å), as well as a peak at 2θ = 

32.3(d = 2.77 Å), can be identified as reflections of perovskite DyScO3, indicating that two 

different crystalline phases are present in DyScO3 film annealed at 1000C. Similar behaviour was 

observed for DyScO3 thin films deposited at 350°C.  The crystallizing phases and the crystallization 

temperatures vs. the RE
3+

 cation radius are summarized in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 8. GIXRD patterns of LaScO3 (after annealing at 800°C), DyScO3 (1000°C) and LuScO3 

(600°C). LaScO3 crystal structure can be identified as orthorhombic perovskite type and LuScO3 as 

cubic C-type. Most intense peaks of both phases (labeled „„c‟‟ for cubic C-type and „„p‟‟ for 

perovskite) can be identified in the diffraction patters of DyScO3.
III
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Figure 9. REScO3 crystallization temperatures and phases detected vs. the RE
3+

 cation radius. 

 

YScO3 and GdScO3 were analyzed for surface morphology by AFM. Very thin samples (thickness 

varying from 5 nm to 20 nm) of as-deposited GdScO3 had rms roughnesses of ca. 0.3 nm and for 

thicker (ca. 40 nm) samples of YScO3 the rms roughness was below 0.5 nm. Annealing at 800°C 

had no effect on the surface roughness of the YScO3 thin films. However, annealing at 1000°C 

produced cracks on the film surface. GdScO3 films were not analyzed for surface morphology after 

thermal annealing. 

 

For YScO3, Al/YScO3/SiO2/p-Si(100)/Al capacitor stacks were realized and electrical 

characterization measurements were carried out both before and after annealing at 800°C. The 

YScO3 layer thickness was ca. 40 nm. Before annealing, a flat band voltage (Vfb) shift towards 

positive direction indicating negative fixed charges was observed, but upon thermal annealing Vfb 

shifted towards negative direction. Hysteresis (ΔVfb) was low before and after annealing. There was 

a shoulder-like feature in the C-V curve of the as deposited film, possibly caused by the interface 

defects and traps associated with unpassivated silicon dangling bonds.
127

 This feature completely 

disappeared upon annealing. The effective permittivity κeff calculated from the accumulation 

capacitance was 14.2 for the as-deposited and 15.0 for the annealed film. These are clearly higher 

than expected values based on previously published data (9-11) for binary RE2O3 films deposited by 

similar thd-process.
12

  The leakage current density was low (~ 10
-8

 A cm
-2

 at 1 V). 

 

For all other REScO3 systems studied except for HoScO3, a series of thin films with thicknesses 

varying from 5 to 20 nm (and also 55nm for DyScO3) were deposited onto HF-last silicon surface 

and Pt/REScO3/p-Si(100)/Al capacitor structures were realized. All REScO3 films gave smooth and 
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featureless C-V curves with very low (typically < 35 mV) hysteresis, examples shown in Figure 10. 

CETs were calculated from the capacitances taken at a gate voltage -2 V and plotted versus the 

physical thicknesses resulting in straight lines, as shown in Figure 11 for GdScO3. The dielectric 

constants were extracted from the slopes of the CET-figures and are listed in Table 9 along with 

some other electrical characteristics. The highest dielectric constant was observed for DyScO3 (~24) 

and the lowest for LuScO3 (~11). The leakage current densities were low, especially for LuScO3 

(~10
-9

 A/cm
2
). This was somewhat surprising, since thicker LuScO3 films were partly crystalline 

before any thermal treatment, which usually leads to higher leakage current density. However, the 

sample analyzed for leakage current was only 5 nm thick, and may have been amorphous, if the 

crystallization during the deposition only takes place when the film thickness reaches certain critical 

value. This thickness dependence of crystallization is advantageous for the application as thin gate 

oxide layers and has also been observed for HfO2 films grown by ALD; the crystallization 

temperature of a 5 nm thick film was 600C, while a 40 nm thick film crystallized already at 

430C.
128

 

 

 

Figure 10. C–V curves of DyScO3 films with varying thicknesses.
III
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Figure 11. CET vs. physical film thickness for GdScO3 thin films. The dielectric constant κ was 

extracted from the slope.
II
 

 

 

Table 9. Electrical properties of REScO3.films. For YScO3 different test structure was employed. 

REScO3 κ Leakage current 

density (A/cm
2
) 

Vfb (V) ΔVfb (mV) 

LaScO3 16 ~ 10
-6

 0.05 – 0.2 10 – 90 

GdScO3 22 ~ 10
-6

 – 10
-7

 0.02 – 0.13 ≤ 100 

DyScO3 24 ~ 10
-7

 – 10
-8

 0.13 – 0.23 10 – 25 

YScO3 14
a
 ~ 10

-8
 ~0

b
 < 10 

ErScO3 18 ~ 10
-4

 -0.03 – 0.4 5 – 30 

LuScO3 11 ~ 10
-9

 0.04 – 0.12 5 – 24 

a
 κeff, includes the effect of SiO2 interfacial layer 

b
 Al/insulator/p-Si(100) stack,  ideal Vfb ~ -1 V 

 

When comparing the dielectric constants of YScO3 and other REScO3 films, it must be noted that 

slightly different approaches were employed. The effective dielectric constant eff of the 

YScO3/SiO2 capacitor stack was calculated based on only one capacitance value at accumulation 

and the effect of the interfacial SiO2 layer was included while for the other REScO3 a series of films 

with varying thicknesses were analyzed and the  was evaluated from a CET plot having 4 of 5 
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different measurements. Therefore, the eff for YScO3 is not fully comparable to the  values of 

other REScO3 films. For comparison, similar preliminary characterization of single GdScO3 film 

having thickness 40.6 nm gave  ≈ 13.6
28,129

 which is a considerably lower value than ≈ 22 

extracted from the CET plot. 

 

6.2 YScO3 thin films deposited by the Cp-process 

 

Since yttrium is rather small in size, methyl-substituted cyclopentadienyl complex is thermally 

stable enough to be used as an ALD precursor. Therefore in addition to the thd-process, another 

precursor system was examined for comparison. The Cp-process yielded a considerably higher 

growth rate than the thd-process, as expected based on the binary processes. For films with 

precursor pulsing ratio Y:Sc=1:1, the growth rate was 1.08 Å/cycle for the Cp-processes, while the 

thd-process gave growth rate of only 0.18 Å/cycle. Figure 12 shows that the observed growth rates 

for films deposited by the Cp-process are slightly lower than the growth rate directly calculated 

from the binary oxide growth rates. The growth rates of films deposited by the thd-process are 

included for comparison. Both processes gave linear relationship between the number of deposition 

cycles and the film thickness. 

 

 

Figure 12. Measured YxSc2-xO3 film growth rates and the theoretical growth rates (solid lines) as a 

function of the Y precursor pulsing.
I
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As in the case of other REScO3 films, controlling the metal ratio Y:Sc was easy and straightforward. 

With the Cp-precursors an excess of Y was needed in order to deposit stoichiometric YScO3 due to 

steric hindrance of larger CpMe-ligands giving smaller fraction of a monolayer on each deposition 

cycle. The Cp-process yielded films with low concentration of impurities, especially carbon levels 

were low (0.1 at-%). According to TOF-ERDA, the measured metal to oxygen ratio was 

stoichiometric within the experimental error (M:O = 0.66). The crystallization temperature of 

YScO3 films deposited by the Cp-process was somewhat lower (800°C) than for films deposited by 

the thd-process (1000°C), but otherwise very similar crystallization behaviour was observed 

regardless the precursor system applied. 

 

For the YScO3 films deposited by the Cp-process, similar Al/YScO3/SiO2/p-Si(100)/Al capacitor 

stacks were realized for the electrical characterization. Considerably larger hysteresis of C-V curve 

was observed than for the films deposited by the thd-process. Hysteresis in metal-insulator-silicon 

structures can be caused by several reasons, e.g. contamination, structural disorder or other defects 

in the film or interfaces. However, determining the reason in this case would require more detailed 

investigation outside the scope of this thesis. The effective permittivity of the as-deposited film was 

16, which is considerably higher than what was obtained for binary Y2O3 film (κeff = 10) deposited 

by the Cp-based ALD process
38

 and slightly higher than for the films deposited by the thd-process. 

However, annealing at 800°C (i.e. the crystallization temperature of the films) reduced the κeff to ca. 

10.  This indicates that the amorphous structure is clearly beneficial when considering YScO3 as a 

gate oxide for MOSFETs. The leakage current density was slightly higher than what was observed 

for the film deposited by the thd-process. 

 

6.3 LaLuO3 thin films 

 

In publication IV the properties of LaLuO3 thin films deposited by ALD are presented. In this 

section the ALD process will be described in more detail. LaLuO3 thin films were deposited at 

300C and 350°C. Otherwise similar deposition conditions as described for REScO3 films were 

applied, including precursor pulse lengths. 

 

For ternary LaLuO3 thin films the growth rate depended on the deposition temperature. At 300°C a 

growth rate of 0.26 Å/cycle was observed for stoichiometric LaLuO3 while at 350°C the growth rate 

was 0.33 Å/cycle. It appears that the increase is mainly due to the temperature dependence of the 
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lanthanum oxide growth rate by the thd-process. According to an earlier study,
68

 the growth rate of 

binary La2O3 thin films grown by the thd-process remains constant at 0.36 Å/cycle at the deposition 

temperatures 250-275°C, but increases at higher deposition temperatures. However, increasing the 

precursor pulse length did not affect the growth rate and a linear relationship between the number of 

deposition cycles and the film thickness was observed even at 375°C, indicating surface controlled 

growth. In this study, for binary Lu2O3 a constant growth rate of 0.19 Å/cycle was observed at 

temperatures 300-350°C. There was also a relationship between the growth rate and the metal 

precursor pulsing ratio; higher proportion of lanthanum yielded higher growth rate.  

 

The temperature dependence of the lanthanum deposition rate had only a slight effect on the metal 

ratio of the films deposited at different temperatures, as shown in Figure 13. According to XRF, at 

300°C the stoichiometric metal ratio La:Lu ≈ 1 was achieved with metal pulsing ratio La:Lu = 7:8. 

At 350°C slightly higher proportion of lutetium was needed and metal precursor pulsing ratio La:Lu 

= 3:4 resulted in stoichiometric metal ratio. Only films deposited at 300°C were analyzed by RBS 

and La:Lu ratios varying from 1:0.99 to 1:1.03 were found. However, the films contained 

considerable amount of excess oxygen corresponding formula LaLuO5.2. Annealing at 800°C 

reduced some but not all of the excess oxygen resulting in formula LaLuO3.6. 

 

 

Figure 13. Metal composition of LaxLu2-xO3 thin films as a function of the metal precursor pulse 

ratio (0 % indicating binary Lu2O3 deposition and 100 % binary La2O3 deposition) at two different 

deposition temperatures. Solid line represents the stoichiometric composition LaLuO3. The metal 

ratios were determined by XRF. 
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Previous studies of La2O3
68

 and LaScO3
III

 had shown that the lanthanum containing thin films 

deposited by the thd-process often contain carbonate. Therefore the LaLuO3 films were examined 

by FTIR. Also the effect of higher deposition temperature 350°C was examined. The LaLuO3 films 

deposited at 300°C and 350°C were analyzed before and after thermal annealing and the intensities 

of the carbonate doublet band (at ca. 1500-1400 cm
-1

) were compared. The preliminary results 

indicate that films deposited at 350°C indeed have lower carbonate concentration, and the annealing 

reduced the carbonate concentration regardless the deposition temperature. However, more detailed 

analysis is needed by truly quantitative methods such as TOF-ERDA. Also the possible relationship 

between the carbonate and excess oxygen in LaLuO3 films needs more detailed investigation. 

 

The deposition temperature did not affect the crystallization behaviour of the LaLuO3 thin films and 

the as-deposited LaLuO3 thin films were amorphous regardless the deposition temperature. The 

crystallization occurred during 10 minutes annealing at 900C under flowing nitrogen and an 

orthorhombic LaLuO3 phase was found (Figure 14.) Oxygen annealing resulted in crystallization at 

lower temperature, viz. 800°C. However, when a very short (10 s) oxygen annealing was applied, 

the onset of crystallization was at 1100C. This meets the requirements for future high-κ dielectric 

materials listed in Table 1. The same crystallization onset temperature was observed for thin (11 

nm) LaLuO3 film deposited by PLD.
118

 

 

 

Figure 14. X-ray diffraction patterns of LaLuO3 film with stoichiometric metal ratio a) as-deposited 

and annealed at b) 850°C and c) 900°C for 10 minutes under flowing nitrogen. The film thickness is 

ca.100 nm. 
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A series of thin LaLuO3 samples deposited at 300°C with thicknesses varying from 6 nm to 72 nm 

were analyzed for electrical characterization. The C-V curves measured after 10 min annealing at 

600C under oxygen were smooth and free of hysteresis. However, the dielectric constant extracted 

from the CET-plot was lower than expected, viz. only 17 for the as-deposited samples and 20 after 

oxygen annealing at 600C. Oxygen annealing at 700C did not give any significant change in κ, 

but annealing at 800C resulted in further improvement. Thinner (6-17 nm) samples gave κ ≈ 25, 

but for the thickest sample (ca. 60 nm) a desired value κ ≈ 30 was observed. However, as already 

mentioned the annealing at 800°C also caused phase transformation from amorphous to crystalline 

orthorhombic LaLuO3, which may lead to leakage current problems. For the thinnest sample (6 nm) 

a leakage current density below 10
-6

 A/cm
2
 was measured. 

 

6.4 ErxGa2-xO3 thin films 

 

As discussed in chapter 2.5, Gd was found to have beneficial effect on Ga2O3 as possible gate oxide 

in GaAs MOSFETs. The reason for this was thought to be the electropositive nature of Gd, and it 

was  suggested  that  other RE elements could have similar effect. In this thesis deposition of 

ErxGa2-xO3 with two different precursor systems was studied. However, only silicon was used as a 

substrate due to complexity of the electrical characterization of Ga-based structures. 

 

Analogous to the YScO3 films, considerably higher growth rate was achieved by using amidinate 

and cyclopentadienyl metal precursor compared to the thd-process. For the films deposited by the 

thd-process, the growth rate varied only slightly (0.24-0.28 Å/cycle) depending on the film 

composition and the values were in good accordance with the theoretical growth rates calculated 

from the parent binary processes. For films deposited by the amidinate and Cp-precursors, a 

constant growth rate (0.95-1.00 Å/cycle) was observed for Er pulse percentages of up to about 70 

%. With higher Er pulse percentages the growth rate increased from ca. 1 to ca. 1.5 Å/ cycle, which 

equals to the growth rate of the binary Er2O3 process. With both processes the measured percentages 

of erbium were slightly lower than the percentage of Er pulses and pulsing ratio Er:Ga=1:1 resulted 

in ErxGa2-xO3 with x=0.71 and x=0.76 for the thd- and the Cp/amidinate-processes, respectively. For 

the thd-process, this can be explained by the smaller ligand size of the Ga-precursor, resulting in 

larger fraction of monolayer per cycle. For the Cp/amidinate-process, the dimeric structure of 

Ga2(NMe2)6 may lead to higher surface density, although it is not clear whether Ga2(NMe2)6 
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sublimes as monomeric or dimeric species.
130

 The films contained stoichiometric or nearly 

stoichiometric amount of oxygen. Only very small amount of impurities were found in films 

deposited by the thd-process, but 2.0-6.1 at-% of carbon and 5.0-10.3 at-% of hydrogen was found 

in films deposited by the Cp/amidinate-process, both concentrations decreasing with an increase in 

the erbium content. Especially the carbon content is higher than expected, since the binary Ga2O3 

thin film deposited by the amidinate-process at 250°C contained only 1.0 at-% of carbon
130

 and 

Er2O3 film deposited by the Cp-process less than 0.3 at-% of carbon.
81

 Hydrogen concentrations 

found in binary films were 4.8 at-% and 2.9 at-% for the Ga2O3 and the Er2O3 films, respectively. 

 

The crystal structure of the films was examined before and after thermal annealing. The ErxGa2-xO3 

films can adopt different structures; therefore samples with varying x were analyzed. Regardless the 

x and the precursor system used, all as-deposited samples were amorphous. For films deposited by 

the thd-process, crystallization occurred upon annealing at 900-1000C under flowing nitrogen, 

either as Er3Ga5O12 or as a mixture of β-Ga2O3 and Er3Ga5O12. An ErxGa2-xO3 film with x = 1.12 

(pulsing ratio Er:Ga 11:5) remained amorphous at 900C but crystallized as Er3Ga5O12 upon 

annealing at 1000°C. Slightly more gallium rich film having x = 0.71 (corresponding formula 

Er2.84Ga5.16O12), crystallized as Er3Ga5O12 at 900°C. Small shift  of the d-values towards lower 

values was detected which could be explained by a part of smaller Ga
3+

 cations replacing the larger 

Er
3+

 cations in the lattice. Film having even higher portion of Ga deposited with pulsing ratio Er:Ga 

= 3:10 crystallized as a mixture of β-Ga2O3 and Er3Ga5O12 at 900°C, but the diffraction peaks were 

broad and low in intensity, indicating poor crystallinity. 

 

Crystallization behaviour of the ErxGa2-xO3 films deposited with Cp- and amidinate-precursors was 

not as straightforward as for films deposited with the thd-precursors. Film having x = 0.76 

(corresponding formula Er3.04Ga4.96O12) crystallized as Er3Ga5O12 at 900°C, as expected. Film 

having higher portion of Ga (x = 0.35, formula Er1.4Ga6.6O12), on the other hand, did not show any 

signs of crystallization even after annealing at 1000°C even though film deposited with the thd-

process having very similar composition had crystallized as a mixture of β-Ga2O3 and Er3Ga5O12 at 

900°C. Higher concentration of impurities may have prevented this sample from crystallizing. An 

ErxGa2-xO3 film that was grown with 3:1 Er:Ga pulsing ratio and annealed at 1000°C afforded a 

diffraction pattern containing reflections consistent with both β-Ga2O3 and Er3Ga5O12 and also some 

reflections too broad and of too low intensity to be identified. The presence of β-Ga2O3 was 

somewhat surprising since the film (x = 1.21 corresponding with the formula Er4.84Ga3.16O12) 
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contained less gallium than films described above. Diffraction peaks were also quite broad 

indicating  poorly  crystalline structure. An  overview  of the crystallization behaviour of the 

ErxGa2-xO3 thin films is presented in Table 10. 

 

Table 10. Summary of the crystallization behaviour of ErxGa2-xO3 thin films. Unless otherwise 

noted, the film composition (x) was determined by RBS. 

 Er:Ga x Formula Tcryst (°C) Phase 

Er(thd)3, 

Ga(acac)3, O3 

11:5 1.12 Er4.48Ga3.52O12 1000 Er3Ga5O12 

1:1 0.71 Er2.84Ga5.16O12 900 Er3Ga5O12,  

shifted d-values 

3:10 0.27
a
 Er1.08Ga6.92O12 900 Er3Ga5O12 +  

β-Ga2O3 

Er(C5H4Me)3, 

Ga2(NMe2)6, 

H2O 

3:1 1.21 Er4.84Ga3.16O12 1000 Er3Ga5O12 +  

β-Ga2O3 

1:1 0.76 Er3.04Ga4.96O12 900 Er3Ga5O12 

1:3 0.35 Er1.40Ga6.60O12 - - 

a
Determined by XRF  

 

According to AFM, the as-deposited films had smooth and featureless surface regardless of the 

precursor system used. Typical root mean square (rms) surface roughnesses were all below 1.0 nm. 

Films were not analyzed after thermal annealing. 

 

ErxGa2-xO3 is a potential dielectric material for Ga-based microelectronic devices. However, 

electrical characterization of a e.g. GaAs-based MOS-capacitor is much more complicated than that 

of a silicon-based capacitor. Therefore, Al/ErxGa2-xO3/SiO2/p-Si(100)/Al test structure was 

constructed to analyze some electrical properties of these films. Two samples deposited by each 

process were chosen and details of the results are presented in Table 11. 

 

Table 11. Summary of the electrical properties of the ErxGa2-xO3 films 

Precursor 

System 
x 

thickness 

(nm) 

Vfb 

(V) 

ΔVfb 

(mv) 
κ 

Leakage current 

density (nA/cm
2
) 

Er(thd)3, 

Ga(acac)3, O3 

0.36 48.6 -0.3 ~15 10.8 16 

1.12 45.6 -1.3 ~15 11.3 16 

Er(C5H4Me)3, 

Ga2(NMe2)6, H2O 

0.35 41.4 -0.2 680 9.2 26 

0.76 42.6 -1.2 250 10.4 17 
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As can be seen in Table 11, with both precursor systems the films which have higher concentration 

of Er (x = 1.12 and x = 0.76 for the films deposited by the thd- and the Cp/amidinate-process, 

respectively) have flat band voltage close to -1 V, which is characteristic of ideal Al/insulator/p-

Si(100) structures.
131

 However, films with lower concentration of Er show flat band voltage shift 

towards positive direction, which may be an indication of negative fixed charges in the films. 

 

 

7. Conclusions 

 

Ternary rare earth oxide thin films REScO3 (RE = La, Gd, Dy, Ho, Y, Er and Lu) and LaLuO3 were 

successfully deposited by ALD utilizing β-diketonate metal precursors and ozone. YScO3 thin films 

were also deposited by using novel cyclopentadienyl metal precursors and water. The as-deposited, 

stoichiometric films were amorphous except for LuScO3 and had low level of impurities. Due to the 

similarity of REs in many aspects and on the other hand the gradual diminishing of RE
+3

 cation 

radius with increasing atomic number, several gradually evolving deposition characteristics (e.g. 

growth rate) and REScO3 film properties (e.g. crystallization temperature) were found. The films 

crystallized upon annealing as a solid solution of C-type RE2O3 oxides or as a perovskite type 

structure. The crystallization temperatures varied from 300°C (LuScO3) to 900-1000°C (mid-range 

REScO3, e.g. YScO3 and DyScO3). The as-deposited amorphous films had promising electrical 

properties including high dielectric constant, small hysteresis and low leakage current density. For 

LaLuO3 thin films the dielectric constant was further increased by thermal annealing and a high 

dielectric constant of κ ≈ 30 was achieved. However, several aspects of the LaLuO3 thin film 

depositions such as the unexpectedly high concentration of excess oxygen as detected by RBS and 

XPS require a more detailed examination. Quantitative analysis of impurities e.g. carbon is needed 

as only preliminary determination of carbonate in the LaLuO3 films was presented in this thesis. 

 

The relationship between the dielectric constant and the crystal structure of the thin film was 

examined more closely and a pattern was found. In general, thermal annealing increases the 

dielectric constant of REScO3 and LaLuO3 thin films, but upon crystallization different behaviour is 

observed depending on the phase formed. For those REScO3 films that crystallized as a solid 

solution of binary oxides the dielectric constant decreased upon crystallization and equaled that of 

the binary RE2O3 oxides (κ ≈ 10).
12

 YScO3
I
 and LuScO3

III
 were examples of this behaviour. 

However, if the film adopted the perovskite type structure, the dielectric constant increased upon 
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crystallization. This was particularly evident for the LaLuO3 films.
IV

  

 

ErxGa2-xO3 is a potential gate oxide material for Ga-based compound semiconductor MOSFETs. 

ErxGa2-xO3 thin films with varying composition were deposited by ALD for the first time and two 

different precursor systems were exploited. In addition to β-diketonate metal precursors and ozone, 

novel cyclopentadienyl and amidinate compounds were used together with water as precursors. For 

ErxGa2-xO3 and also for YScO3 the choice of precursors obviously has an influence on the 

deposition parameters and process characteristics (e.g. growth rate) but also on several properties of 

the thin films including crystallization behaviour and electrical properties. The as-deposited films 

were amorphous and had dielectric constant κ ≈ 9-11. Higher concentration of erbium resulted in 

lower flat band voltage shift (towards positive bias) indicating lower concentration of negative fixed 

charges. This behaviour is consistent with the assertion that the rare earth metal prevents the 

formation of gallium suboxides, which would provide a source of negative fixed charge.  
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